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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of these is the incorrect explanation of the Android SDK
and AVD Manager?
A. The "android" command can be used if "&lt;SDK install

folder&gt;/tools" is added to the command path.
B. The development tools that can be downloaded from Android
SDK and AVD Manager are SDK Android platform,
NDK-platform, emulator images, and USB drivers for handsets.
C. They are provided from version 1.6 of the SDK. Up to Version
1.5, there was an AVD Manager but it lacked SDK management
functions.
D. You can create and startup AVD, and on startup you can
delete user data up to that point.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
If a building b feet high casts a shadow f feet long, then, at
the same time of day, a tree t feet high will cast a shadow how
many feet long?
A. Option D
B. Option C
C. Option B
D. Option A
E. Option E
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The ratio of height to the shadow is constant. Thus, the ratio
of b to f can be set equal to the ratio of t to x, where x
represents the length of the tree's shadow:

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are designing an enterprise star schema that will

consolidate data from three independent data marts. One of the
data marts is hosted on SQL Azure.
Most of the dimensions have the same structure and content.
However, the geography dimension is slightly different in each
data mart.
You need to design a consolidated dimensional structure that
will be easy to maintain while ensuring that all dimensional
data from the three original solutions is represented.
What should you do?
A. Create a conformed dimension for the geography dimension.
B. Implement change data capture.
C. Create three geography dimensions.
D. Create a junk dimension for the geography dimension.
Answer: A
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